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The B G News

Column
one
Five elected to
ACGFA seats
Four undergraduate and one
graduate representative to the
Advisory Committee on
General Fee Allocations were
selected yesterday in a
campus-wide election.
Winning seats as the
undergraduate representatives
are Beth Ellenberger, Jeff Hutcheson, Scott Stevenson and
Steve Williams. The graduate
representative is Paul DeWine.
The election attracted 871
undergraduate voters and 64
graduate voters, or about 5.4
percent of the students.

SGA closes
open meeting
An open Student Government
Association meeting originally
scheduled for last night was
closed, the group said yesterday.
SGA announced at a Nov. 5
meeting that an open senatorial
meeting, featuring speakers on
the proposed housing or- .
dinance, would be held last
night at 7 p.m.
Also it was publicized that
there would be a discussion at
the meeting on creation of a
University Cultural Affairs
Coordinator postion.
Both of these items were
scratched from the agenda
because executive members
had other engagements, Beth
Ellenberger, chairman of the
Senate, explained.

Weather
Mostly cloudy. High 55 F (13
C), low 35 F (2 C), 20-percent
chance of precipitation.

Bowling Green State University

Administration scraps
BSU concert proposal
by Paula Winslow
staff reporter

The Black Student Union's plan to set up a concert committee separate from
the University Activities Organization has been scrapped by the administration
for at least this academic year, Dr. G. Richard Horton, acting dean of students,
said yesterday.
Instead, Horton said he has asked UAO and the Student Activities Office to investigate the problems and possibilities of bringing cross-cultural concerts to
the University.
And in the meantime, he has "challenged" UAO to set up at least one concert
during each of winter and spring quarters that would appeal to students of
varied racial and ethnic backgrounds, Horton said.
"I'm not saying that this isn't a good idea for the long range," he said. "But if
we can get results with our existing organizations, then we don't need the added
expense of a separate director."
BSU'S PLAN called for a committee of students, headed by a professional
director, whose sole concern would be to bring concerts here. Funds for the
committee would come from UAO's budget or a University contingency fund,
according to the proposal, which was presented to Horton and Provost and Executive Vice President Michael Ferrari a week ago.

"I have a great deal of faith that minority
students are looking for end results and are not
hung up on the process."
The proposal was a signal of minority organizations' frustrations about what
they allege was UAO's lack of effort to present concerts that appeal to them.
Instead of endorsing that plan, which would have left the final decision up to
the administration, Horton offered another solution that would more directly
involve students.
He has asked UAO to "look at the structure of their performing arts committee and make sure they can respond to minority concerns."
HE ALSO has asked Student Activities to form a task force to study the difficulties in presenting cross-cultural concerts and to research how other universities have dealt with similar problems.
The groups' reports are not due until April 15, Horton said, but he wants UAO
and Student Activities to "try out some cross-cultural programming" winter
and spring quarters "so we can know by experience whether we can do it or
not"
He noted that he did not restrict the groups to a specific definition of crosscultural entertainment, leaving the committees to "wrestle with that"
"It could range from Jazz to bluegrass to whatever" and not necessarily be a
popular musical group, Horton said.
HE SAID he believes minority organizations will accept his response. "I have
a great deal of faith that minority students are looking for end results and are
not hung up on the process," he said.
Ananais Pittman, BSU president, said yesterday that BSU had no comment
on the administration's decision, but indicated he is satisfied that it has repsonded to their concerns.
He added that he is to meet with Horton today to discuss the counterproposal.
Richard Lenhart, assistant vice provost for student activities, and Scott
Wemer, UAO director of performing arts, said yesterday they would have no
comment on Horton's proposal until they studied it further.

staff photo by Mark Oberst
Henry Mllner. 206 North Grove, clears his walk of fallen leaves in preparation lor the, city's leaf codec
tlon. Before the city can pick up the leaves. Bowling Green residents must rake them to the curb.

What time is it ?
Setting clocks time-consuming process...
by Diana Rado
staff reporter

It was 2:10 p.m....maybe.
It surely seemed like that hour of
the afternoon. The sun wasn't rising in
the east or setting in the west There
were a few stragglers in the University Union who looked like the grab-alate-lunch types.
Yes, all the external signs of 2:10
p.m. were there. But the mechanical
ticking in most of the University
buildings defied Father Time.
The clocks were off. Way off.
Thai* two contradicting clocks
have been a common sight on campus these last law days. The
discrepancy between University
clocks may have been caused by the
power outage laat weak.

BY PASSING one clock in the
Business Administration Building
students travel four noun in time
within seconds. One face of the clock
yesterday read 2:06 p.m.; the reverse
side of the clock showed 6:06 pin.

Not all clocks operate by this
A short distance away, students in
the Education Building read 4:10 p.m. system, such as those in McFall
Center or the Mileti Alumni Center.
on their clocks then.
And for Jeffers, whose responsibilty
Traveling across campus seems to is to ensure that University clocks are
reverse the hands of time. At about set accurately, resetting clocks in
2:30 p.m. students in Overman Hall these buildings is a time-consuming
yesterday read 2:05 on clocks in the effort.
building.
At the same time, students in the
AFTER THE power outage last
Psychology Building saw 2:10 p.m. on Thursday, Jeffers and a co-worker
clocks there.
had to reset by hand all clocks that did
The clocks were off. Way off.
not operate by the master device.
Also, the master clocks had to be
BUT INDIVIDUAL clocks should be corrected so that individual clocks in
corrected by master clocks secretly each building would be accurate.
placed in most of the University's
buildings, Gerald Jeffers, a Universi"It took us about six to eight hours
ty locksmith, said.
to get everything back to normal," he
Clocks Just minutes off are cor- said
rected by the hour, but clocks wrong
And while most students took
by hours are re-set either at 6 a.m. or 6 seconds to set their watches back an
p.m. by the master device in their hour Oct. 16, Jeffers spent nine hours
building.
re-setting University clocks for

daylight-saving time.
"We worked all night that time,"
Jeffers remembers.
BUT THE power outage, rather
than the daylight-saving time change,
probably led to the inaccuracy of the
clocks now, he believes.
Although the master clocks were set
correctly, some individual clocks just
didn't take the correction, Jefferson
said.
He said maintenance men in each
building are supposed to contact him
if the clocks are inaccurate.
Jeffers said he is aware that University clocks are often not correct. "We
get complaints all the time," he said.
He sets his own watch according to
the Big Ben Clock in England.
"It's (his watch) set to the exact second. My buddy has a special hook-up,
and we hear the exact time over a
special radio," Jeffers said

...But new carillon bells soon will chime correct time
by Kathryr, Coll
staff reporter

Outdated clocks filled classroom
buildings, and none of the clocks told
the same time. A new system was
needed.
Instead of buying a new system of
clocks in 1947, former University
President Frank Prout elected to purchase a set of carillon bells (a chime
of four bells), according to Charles
Codding, physical plant director.
Codding was an undergraduate in
charge of the maintenance of the
bells, be said.
He also helped with the installation
of the {33,000 bells in the 15-foot
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souare and 20-foot high tower on top of roller player that was located in 103C
the Practical Arts Building, which is University Hall along with the bells.
now Hayes Hall.
The player operated similar to a
player piano. Such popular tunes as
THE SOHULMERICH Electronic the Bowling Green Alma Mater were
Bells played the Westminster Chime available for use.
(the chime that Big Ben plays) on the
The clock also was programmed to
hour, and it played four two-tone ding
dongs 10 minutes to the hour to signify strike the English bells, Codding said.
class changes.
The system, which was installed in
WHAT IS now the men's restroom
1947-48, included two sets of bells and
on the first floor of Hayes Hall, held
four amplifiers.
the 61 Flemmish bells of the two-bell
There was one set of 25 English bells system. The Flemmish bells differ
that played one tone at a time. These from the English bells in that they
could either be played manually from were to be played in chord groups inthe pipe organ in the Main Auditorium stead of one tone at a time, Codding
of University Hall or with the plastic said.

A console was located in Studio B
(now a ramped lecture room, 210
Hayes). From this console, students
and faculty could practice privately
or play for the whole University, Codding said.
On Sunday afternoons, Dr. James
Kennedy, professor emeritus of
music, would play religious music. At
Christmas, he would play carols, according to Dr. William Alexander,
professor of music.
"When the bells would start,
everything would come to a halt until
the bells finished," Alexander said,
reminiscing about teaching in the
courtyard near Hayes.

WINDOWS IN the surrounding
buildings also reverberated with the
sounds of the bells, Codding said with
a laugh.
Only the echoes of the bells remain.
When Hayes Hall was remodeled,
"the whole system was torn out
roughly and I don't mean roughly torn
out, but torn out - roughly," he said.
A lot of plaster dust covered the
bells as the room was converted to a
restroom, which a former University
president thought was more important, Codding said.
The bells were mistreated and eventually fell to disrepair and the era of
continued on page 7

Trustees to
\discuss state
budget cuts
Financial troubles facing the
University because of Monday's
additional 3-percent state budget
cut will be discussed by the University Board of Trustees at a meeting
today.
The cut, imposed by Gov. James
Rhodes, slices $22 million from
higher education budgets at colleges throughout the state. It
slashes the University's subsidy
funds by $1,024,000 said Dr.
Richard Eakin, executive vice provost for planning and budgeting.
The cut becomes effective Dec.
15. and will offset the $400 million
state deficit.
The reduction follows a 3-percent
cut imposed in June, which also
slashed $22 million from the
schools' budget.
Many colleges raised students
fees after the first cut, and more
hikes are expected with the recent
reduction.
At a Faculty Senate meeting last
Tuesday, University President
Hollis Moore said student instruc
tional fees may be increased winter
quarter.
But University Vice President
Richard Edwards and Provost and
Executive Vice President Michael
Ferrari refused to comment on
what other impact the cut may
have.
They said the matter will be
discussed by trustee members at
the meeting today.
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Opinion.
Moral Majority is
rearing its ugly head
That conservative block known as the Moral Majority is
rearing its ugly head once again.
After making remarks during the last campaign about
how God wants a strong defense and that "good"
Americans should vote for Ronald Reagan, the group has
now issued a hit list that include the names of liberal
senators up for re-election in 1982. The senators are
targeted by the group for defeat and they include U.S. Sen.
Howard Metzenbaum (D-Ohio).
John Dolan, chairman of the National Conservative
Political Action Committee, said senators could keep from
in front of the group's cross hairs by aligning themselves to
conservatives and by voting against abortion and "IRS
harassment of Christian schools."
We can't see a more distasteful group to be involved with
a state or national election than a group of Bible-thumping
conservatives. The idea of a group laying down the criteria
«f how a "good" American should vote smacks of intolerance and hypocrisy.
One of the guiding principles in the country's history has
been the separation of church and state. True, the Moral
Majority is not an organized church as such, and issuing a
stand on issues by established religious groups is considered the norm. But the level of intensity this group has
reached in its witchhunt for liberals is appalling.
Just the thought of a group proclaiming itself as the
moral conscience of the American voter and designating
between good and bad Americans in the voting booth is irritating.
What the Moral Majority has to say is nothing but balderdash, and any voter in the future should be warned to listen
to the group with caution. We can only hope that this plan
for a hit list fails miserably and that the American voter is
smarter than this group of sanctimonious arm-chair politicians think.

Welcome to Reagan's own antiquated progress
WASHINGTON - The first story
that any feature writer worth his/her
salt has to deal with when a new president is elected is how the style of
Washington will change. As soon as
President Carter made his concession
speech the phone rang at home, and
an out-of-town reporter from one of
the leading newspapers asked, "How
different will Washington be under a
Reagan administration?'1
I protested, "That's my story."
"It's everybody's story," he said.
"Now are you going to level with me
or do you want me to tell everyone you
had 'No comment'?"
"What do you want to know?"
WELL, WHAT do you believe the
new president will do first to change
the town?"
"For years we've been promised
hitching posts and water troughs for
our horses. They were in the original
Pennsylvania Avenue Redevelopment
Plan but were taken out because of

Focus
Art Buchwald
syndicated columnist

budget restrictions. I believe Reagan
will see that we get them."
"What do you think he'll do about
the economy?"
"He'll get rid of those damn sheep
farmers so our cattle will have
something to graze on. We cattle ranchers are side and tired of being pushed around by the sheep people."
"HOW DO you see the social life
changing under a Reagan Adrninistration?"
"I think Reagan will be under
pressure to close all the bawdyhouses
in Georgetown. He'll probably shut
down the faro and poker parlors, too.

The good people in this town are sick
and tired of our womenfolk and sons
being accosted on the streets by
drunken congressmen who don't have
no respect for decent law-abiding
citizens."
"What about parties?"
"We ain't going to have parties.
We're going to have balls. The
General Store has already ordered a
whole new batch of gowns from
Chicago for the ladies. The women are
as excited as all get-out about the
Reagans moving in and are already
angling for invitations to their house.
There's even talk of them bringing in
big name bands from St. Louis to play
for them. I tell you, socially, the
Reagans are going to put our town on
the map."

of new deputies and clean out all the
fat and waste that's been going on
around here. Anyone who rides into
town wearing a black bat with a
welfare plan will be rode out on a rail.
You're going to see some pretty good
shootouts in the next four years."
"So you can see nothing but good
coming of the Reagans moving to
Washington?"
"You're darn tootin'. In time we
might become as important as Tucson, Ariz. They're even thinking about
making our town a stage coach stop,
and the Union Pacific is talking about
building a trunk line that will connect
us with Omaha. This sleepy town is
going to come alive in the next four
years."
"WHAT ABOUT Indians?"
"We ain't worried about them.
"HOW ELSE do you think Reagan's Reagan's appointed Gen. Custer to
going to change the town?"
take care of that problem."
He's going to get rid of all the bad
guys. He's going to swear in a bunch (c) 1J80, Los Angeles Times Syndicate
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Pass the Geritol, I see
youth's end coming
"Take over for me, youngster - I
think it's time to admit myself to an
old Journalist nursing home."
That may seem like an odd statement, coming fr.om. a, spry 21fyearo{d.
college student, but it's indicative of a
malady afflicting many of my contemporaries - the thought that we
(dare I say it out loud) are getting
old!
The thought never really dawned on
me until I came back this year. I arrived early to work on the freshmen
edition to choruses of "Gee Keith,
you've gotten gray!"
These wonderful people passed it off
as a compliment, that the growing
number of white hairs scattered
among the darker ones made me look
distinguished, like a hybrid of Peter
Lawford and David Niven.
I RECOGNIZED it for what it was a subtle hint for me to cash in my
chips and sign up for a life-long supply
of Geritol.
The next sign was found in not the
people who know me, but in total
strangers. A favorite pastime in the
News office is scoping all the
freshmen girls.(At least it's a pastime
for the males here.)
But despite the fact that there are
hordes of good looking freshmen
women, I just can't get too excited.
Somehow the thought that if I do happen to meet one in a bar or class, like
her, and take her out, only to leave in
several months, takes the fun out of
socializing.
Besides, I'd have to set my
pacemaker on "fast" if I wanted to
keep up with the way most of the
freshmen girls dance. I Just don't
have the stamina I once had.
MY BIG thrill now in the bars is
two-f or-one night and Galaxian.
And it's not just me feeling low

Focus
Keith Jameson
editorial editor

about my age. More people this year
than any year in the past have said
how young everyone else looks. I think
someone was even going to charter a
bus for all us oldies to go to Sun City.
But as I sit here, arthritic fingers
banging away at my IBM typewriter,
the thought occurs to me that maybe
getting old is not as bad as it seems.
I look at my ancient sister (she's 26
years old), and life seems to be OK for
her. I mean, she's got a good career, a
boyfriend and seems to have fun. Her
joints creak a little, but it doesn't slow
her down.
MATTER OF FACT, there's a lot of
dinosaurs out there who seem to enjoy
life.
All this amounts to one thing - people shouldn't feel bad about crossing
that threshold from senior status to
senior citizen.
Many, as I do, feel bad about
graduating. They see it as an end to
their youth, a sign that they, like there
parents before them, are entering a
world of work, work, work.
But just because there's snow on the
roof doesn't mean you can't be cooking on the inside. I try to think of it as
not being old and cast aside by my
younger friends upon my graduation,
but, as being a freshman in the "real
world."
MAYBE rM fooling myself, but it
helps me cope with being geriatric.
Pardon me, but it's lunch and I have
to go gum my Pablum.
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We are the spectators—not fans—of politics
BOSTON - What I ought to feel is
relief. T.G.I.O. - Thank God It's Over.
Any more politics and I would have
gone batty or entered a state of terminal boredom at the interminable
campaign.
But here it is a week after the night
before and I don't feel any better. I
feel slightly hung over by the whole
campaign. I feel as if I'd been standing in a crowd watching two people
beating each other up, without caring
enough to stop the fight or to root for a
winner.
Maybe that's the wrong image. This
campaign wasn't like a street fight. It
was more like the Friday night wrestling matches. At your first match you
believe in the two contenders, believe
in the moans of agony and anger that
come out of the ring. You cringe; you
care. Then one day you hear that it's
all an act and you turn off, or worse
yet, you learn to laugh.
I'm not cynical by nature, but this
year more of us felt like an audience
than an electorate. The whole sporting
event seemed more like choreography
than campaigning.
FOR ALL the "exposure," for all
the air-time and news-time devoted to
the candidates, we never really got to
know these men, know what they really thought, what they were really like.
To many of us, they seemed like
cautious contenders following the
script of their media men.
Their speeches had all the eloquence of a poll. Their "spontaneous"
debate answers were patchwork
quilts of words. They weren't
answers; they were just target practice. Here a pitch for the ethnics, there
a line for the blacks, here a hit to the
heart of Middle America.
It was genuineness I missed, the
sense of reality. I started to miss the
bumbling humanity of Jerry Ford, the
humor of Jack Kennedy, even the
bluster of Lyndon Johnson. Anything
but the carefully computer-packaged
points of Carter and the studied
charm of Reagan.

Focus
Ellen Goodman
syndicated columnist

I know. There's rarely been a candidate who didn't "target voters."
Most campaigns are calculated. But
we all became much more aware of it
and much more wary.
THIS YEAR, more than ever
before, the media was the manager.
The candidates' advisers came out of
the closet talking openly about images
and ads, about words and styles that
were hot and cold.
This year, more than ever before,
reporters (especially television
reporters) covered "Manipulation"
as a regular beat.
In past campaign network correspondents reported "what the candidates said." In 1980 they also
analyzed "what the candidates
meant." The juxtaposition - what be
said, followed almost immediately
but an analysis of why he said it and
what he REALLY meant - underlined
and undermined this whole campaign.
In the past, reporters have chafed
at their limits. They felt used or abus-

ed at times by the candidates and the
government. This year many became
obsessed with telling the story behind
the story.
FOR ALMOST a year, we heard and
read every event - from the invasion
of Iran to the debate in Cleveland analyzed in terms of the election.
Nothing, but nothing, was apolitical.
In the effort to avoid being
manipulated, I wonder if the reporters
became manipulators.
By the end, the fight was between
two media: the candidates' and the
networks'. But the real effect was on
the public.
This match, scripted by the political
pollsters and salesmen, pressed home
- even exaggerated - by the armchair
analysts, made us increasingly
sophisticated. Or should I say cynical.
Everything from Jimmy Carter's
smile to Ronald Reagan's ease began
to seem rehearsed. The sense of reality slipped away; skepticism took hold.
If being forewarned is forearmed,
we became an electorate encased in
sheet metal.
IN THE END, we were told that the
debate would be decisive. But was it?
We were told that the Iranian crisis
would be critical. But was it? I don't
think so. I think we became both
resentful and resistant. I think we
became immunized against involvement.

There's been a longing during this
endless campaign to really hear what
the candidates think, not what they
think we want to hear. But afraid of
being tricked into accepting the
wrestlers as real, we kept apart
In the end, we chose the man who
seemed less artificial. Ronald Reagan
won the electoral votes, but it will be a
long time before anyone wins back our
trust. We have become spectators, but
not fans.
(c) UM, The Boston Globe Newspaper
(^/Washington Post Writers Group

respond
If you would like to comment
on something in the News or
anything of student interest,
write to the News.
The letter or guest column
should be typewritten, triplespaced and signed. Include your
address and telephone number
for verification.
The News reserves the right to
reject letters or portions of letters that are in bad taste,
malicious or libelous.
Address your comments to:
Editorial Editor, The BG News,
106 University Hall.
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Asians adjust easily to America, prof says
by Scott Sle«k

Asian immigrants have found it
easy to be accepted into American
society, Dr. Jui-Hwa Lo Upstair, a
Chinese history professor at Eastern
Michigan University, said last night in
her lecture at the Union.
"Socially, Asians are nowadays
easily assimilated," Upshur said.
"They have adapted easily to
American culture and religion."
She said a reason for this may be
that Asian countries are more westernized today than they were in the 19th
century,,
UPSHUR DISTINGUISHED two
different types of Asian immigrants.
"Those Asians who came to the

United States in the 19th and early "They all stuck together for security.
20th century came mostly for These areas where they congregated
economic reasons. They were more il- were very overcrowded."
literate and backward."
UPSHUR SAID the Japanese
She said most Asian immigration migrated to the United States mostly
occurred between the time of the during the U70's and UN's.
Revolutionary War and the Civil War.
Discrimination *ff *"^ them peakMost of these people went to the West ed during World War II when Japan
Coast and worked on farms, railroads, bombed Pearl Harbor.
or in mines.
"Many Koreans came after the
Korean War," she said. "By 1972,
The first group of Asians to im- Koreans were the third largest single
migrate to the United States were the group coming to the United States."
Chinese in the Gold Rush of 1949, Upshur said, adding that they imThe early 1900's saw an Influx of
mediately were met with discrimina- Filipinos, Upshur said
tion.
"The Filipinos were at a disadvan"This discrimination resulted in the tage because, even though the Philipghettoization of the Chinese," she pines were a possession of the United
said, using Chinatown as an example. States, the people were not considered

United States citizens. Tins didn't
change until the Philippines were
finally granted independence."
AFTER the United SUtes withdrew
from the Vietnam War and after the
fall of Saigon, many Vietnamese people began to populate the nation, she
said
"The Vietnamese Immigrants were
mortly an elite group when they were
in Vietnam," she said. "Their
assimilation has been surprisingly
smooth."
Upshur was born in Nanking, China.
She graduated In ISM from the
University of Sydney, Australia. She
later came to the United States to
study at the University of Michigan,
where she received her master's
degree and doctorate.

Briefs.
Scuba instruction

Study skills workshop
The Counseling and Career Development Center will conduct a study
skills workshop today from 3:30-4:30 p.m. in 115 Business Administration
Bldg.

"Rape Culture" to be shown
A film, "Rape Culture," will be presented today at 7:30 p.m. in the Faculty Lounge, Union. The film, sponsored by Women for Women, deals with
the social forces that cause rapes.

Campus Scouts to meet
The Campus Scouts will meet today at 8:30 p.m. in the second floor
lounge of the Student Services Building. It is free and open to all.
l.lllllll 1111
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The University's scuba program will offer bask scuba instruction winter
and spring quarters. The class consists of 3J houfs of pool and lecture time.
Students may register for the course, winch will be held Tuesday or
Wednesday nights, at the Student Recreation Center Office. The deadline
for registration is the second week of each quarter. The fee for the course is
$100.

Military placement discussion
Army Maj. Gen Robert Elton, commander of the Military Personnel
Center in Washington, D.C., will discuss placement policies in the Ice
Arena Lounge at 1:30 p.m. today. Elton is in charge of operations management, assignments of military and civilian personnel and all personnel actions. The lecture is free and public.
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THE KICK IS GOOD!

HAPPY HOURS
8-12 Monday-Thursday
Thursday Ladies Night
1
SATURDAY
FEMALE MUDWRESTLINC
Tuesday Taco Night 4-11

photo by Dean Koepfler
Dr. Jul-Hwa Lo Upshur

Friday Talent Night
With A $50 Prize

Cleveland Browns vs.Cincinnati Bengals^,
Sunday: November 23, 1980
Cleveland Stadium

AGAIN

Admission: $18.25 (This includes ticket
and transportation)
Slgn-ups are in the UAO Offico (3rd floor, Union)
Payment is due upon sign-up
~——
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open ond welcome to oil

BEER BLAST
SATURDAY, NOV. 15
Northeast Commons
Alpha XI Delta and
Phi Delta Theta

mm

Dixie Electric Co.

W.I.O.T.
Thursday, Nov. 13th
If you remember the Afic (SSiiafittain' Ca: 3s•:
you "know" what a wild party this will be!!!
If you can "act" like you're playing a drum
you should be herel
The winner receives a trophy & vacation tor 21

-Entire stock Men's & Women's clothing and sportswear
-Layaway for Christmas
f
-Free Gift Wrapping
-We will wrap and hold for Christmas
101 N. MAIN STREET ON THE 4 CORNERS IN DOWNTOWN B.G.

We're taking 104 entrants,
the first 52 at W.I.O.T.
and the first 52 at Dixie

Come Oaf and Bang Away I

4TfMBQNwM Nov«mb«r 1J, 1t00

nce/ts
he oblong room WM a collage of petite
Tiny hands brushed strands of hair away from
art tugged at rMrut and bUck leotards. The
voices quieted aa a srnall-etatured woman questioned
latecomers.

yT:

i to a kit of piano and marching music that stimulates the
mind. We an placing them In a position where they are expected to watch and learn," she added, as the students chased
each other around the studio. "And we want them to use their
imaginations."

"Udies.ckd you forget claaestarta** 4 pm.?" the
patiently asked. "Pleaae take yoor plaeaa ta toa."

"All right ladies," the instructor said, clapping her hands,
"we an going to practice leaping.

Twenty energetic figures formed thrae uneven tanas I ndfaced a room-length mirror. Instrumental music filled the airand
the instructor sing-songed motions to a dam
"Put your heels together ... Molly, can you put thamaUttie
closer together?"
Molly swayed from side to side as she attempted to
herself. The instructor outstretched her hand and
girl's body.
Both of them smiled.
"See, you can do it," the Instructor encouraged She
balancing is often a difficult task for 8-veex-olda.

"Let's pretend there's a big puddle in the middle of the floor,
and yon have white shoes on that your mommy Just bought for
CWe have to travel over the mud puddle so we can keep our
dean, don't we?" Kauber said, shaking her head up and
"Put your right foot in front and take one step, two steps and
lift your leg up and leap forward," she said as she
demonstrated the motions.
A row of seven girts tried to do what their teacher had Just
shown them. A thin, dark-haired girl fell to the floor.

This introduction to dance dam for I
through the Creetive Arts Program, tones children's eye and
muscle coordination, while at the same time exposing than to
discipline.
"The classes are very arts oriented. The kids stag, pantomime and work on movements," Instructor Carol Kanbar
said. "It Is the beginning of their lMtopandsnce and they Hke
it"
That was evident aa the girts eagarly fidgeted, than
simultaneously blurted out the worda to the song Little Indian
Brave:
"Dressed up In leather, little Indian brave,
Go flndyour feather, little IndUn brave..."

"la your line straight like soldiers or crooked like spaghetti?"
the teacher asked a row of girls. They looked at each other but
continued to hop and flap their arms.

A chubby blonde followed the instructor'* o^rections and proudly spun r>er rx>dy In a di^e, even tnough aha was off balance.
The song ended and the 5-year-old* giggled and whispered loudly. That was their favorite song.
Kauber said the youngsters are too young to be OKpactod to
practice outside of class.
"We want them to have fun and to experience mnsfc. We

The to heads bobbed up and down and then the girls
acampored toward the hallway where their parents were
waiting - they knew the bows meant that class was over.
Shouts of "bye teacher" could be beard as they ran into the
hallway. The weary figures had had enough dancing this week,
but they would be back next week ready to sing their favorite
[again.

"Now the reason you are falling," Kauber softly said aa she
helped the child stand up, "is that your leg crossed over. I
would fall too if that happened to me."
The girts formed lines and began stepping to a circus march

Whan the music ended, the teacher clapped and told the
young dancers to bow to each other.
"11M aiaienrn is applauding madly, so let's give them a nice
fine bow," Kauber said smUing.

Amy Bowles practice* balancing on on* leg as she work* at the bar.

Story by
Lisa Bowers
and
Photos by
Dale Omori

Apraeuoe

•ppreclathw

Carol Kauber d*mon*trat*t the "point-walk" *• Tina Panknorst trie* to mimic the technique.
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Vandalism:
Increasing damage to University property causes concern
by Kant Mora*

"ONCE SOMETHING is already damaged, there is a
tendency among people to help the damage along. It
becomes a punching bag," Roily Eagler, director of the
technical support services committee, said. The longer it
goes unrepaired, the greater likelihood that there win be
continued damage."
And when the amount of vandalism increases, so does
the cost Involved in repairing the damage.
Labor charges have risen from $7.50 to $10 an hour between 1978 and 1980 a housing office report said. Combined
with increased labor, material costs have risen at an
even faster rate, Eagler said.
"Many people view the University as an impersonal institution with unlimited resources; if something gets
broken, it will be fixed with no real loss to anyone," be
said. "But every year it gets tougher to keep up with the
damages."

At 7 p.m., a student walks down his dormitory ball to
hear evening announcements. At one time, he could hear
them from his room but now the public address system
has bean smashed and silenced.
This is not the first time be has had to leave his room
unnecessarily. The previous week, his morning ritual
Iras interrupted because the smoke alarm was set off.
While aesthetically this sort of damage may be easy
enough to adapt to, financially it represents a burden.
Between January and October of last year, more than
167,000 damage was reported in University housing units
•lone.
"THERE HAS been a steady increase of vandalism in
the dorms over the last several years, with last year be-

William Bess, director of Campus Safety and Security,
said be also sees a direct link between vandalism and
alcohol abuse, especially by freshmen and sophomores.
"They are testing their wings. For the first time, they
are able to go out and drink and not have to worry about
coming home to their parents.
"Most alcohol abuse and resulting damage la in the
first two years of college and then they settle down."
But the connection between alcohol abuse and vandalism is not new. The Universtty has taken several steps
to reduce the amount of alcohol consumption on campus,
the most recent of which was the limiting of Happy
Hours.
WHILE ALMOST everyone agrees that the steps are a
partial solution at best, suggestions for a more comprehensive solution are hard to And.
Bess said a combination of approaches is needed, the
moat obvious being responsible drinking. "Students have
an obligation to understand more about alcohol and bow
it affects them." be said.
Bess sdded that more responsible sale of alcohol by
area merchants is crucial. "There are laws against servng drunks," be said. "Right now, dollars are taking
precedence over common sense."

"Once something is already
damaged, there is a tendency
among people to help the damage
along. It becomes a punching
bag/'

UNIVERSITY STUDENTS eventually pay for unaccounted damage through higher bousing costs, Jill Carr,
assistant director of bousing, said.
However, many other state colleges and universities
operate on a group billing policy, under which damage on
a floor is not charged to a specific individual, but is payed
for by everyone living on that floor.

ing the worst by far," Jim Stone, Bromf ield hall director,
said.
The majority of damage occurs in men's residence
halls. During fall quarter last year, damage in all male
residence units amounted to $8,617. Although women's
Malls boused nearly twice as many students, damage
figures amounted to about half that of the men's for the
i time period.

Can* said she does not see the possibility of group billing as a blanket policy at the University, but did not rule
it out in cases where vandalism continues on a floor.
But students are not the only ones adversely affected
by increasing vandalism.
"It has its disaffects on the maintenance staff. When
someone knocks holes in some ceiling tiles, the staff
replaces it and two weeks later it is broken again. By the
time this happens three or four times, it gets a little
upsetting. You begin to ask yourself, 'Why put in so much
effort when they don't care anyway?'" Eagler explained.

ANOTHER WAY to combat alcohol abuse and the
resulting vandalism is a united effort among the University administration. City Chamber of Commerce and
various student groups to come to a common understanding of the problem and bow to deal with it, Bess said
"The situation has got to get to the point that everyone
is willing to admit it is a problem," he said. "Then sit
down and talk, without finger pointing, and work out a
resolution. The problem is not Just with students."

WHETHER VANDALISM occurs in dorms or other
locations on campus, almost without exception it is linked
with alcohol, he said. "Almost all damage is related to
alcohol abuse," Stone said. "Sunday through Wednesday
nothing is broken."

The tolerance level of the University community has
lessened with the increase in alcohol abuse and vandalism during the last few years.
In addition to the University's efforts to reduce alcohol
consumption on campus, the Chamber of Commerce met
recently to discuss vandalism in the downtown area.

In addition to damage in men's residence halls, is the
damage occurring in fraternity houses, which totaled
&582 last fall - five times the amount accumulated in
sororities.
There seems to be an unwritten law concerning damaged property; if it is damaged a little, soon it will be
damaged a lot
'.
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Bruce Heflin, Photographer
BUCKEYE CANDID PHOTOGRAPHY
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"THE ATTITUDE of 'I don't want to get involved at all'
needs to be alleviated," she said.
Beth Ellenberger, chairman of the Student Govern-

"Many people view the University as an impersonal institution
with unlimited resources; if
something gets broken, it will be
fixed with no real loss to anyone."
ment Association Senate, said SGA has recognized the
problem of vandalism for the last couple years.
Clint Yinger, SGA state and community affairs coordinator, is working with Bess on reviving the Crime
Watch program that was in effect last year.
The program was aimed at promoting awareness of
crime among students and involving them in combating
it
Although the program's focus is to reduce theft,
Ellenberger explained that it would encompass vandalism.
"The program will create an awareness on a floor so
that when you see something take place, like a door being
smashed, you will take action," she said. "Right now
vandalism is costing students money and it needs to be
stopped."

QUALITY DOESN'T HAVE TO
COST A LOT

Outdoor />-

Thurs. Nov. 13 and Fri. Nov. 14
From 3 to 5 p.m.
le Green In Front Of Prout Chapel
No Appointment Necessary
You Will Receive Two Sets Of
Proofs, One For You And One Mailed
To Your Parents.
If You Like, Bring A Friend!

BUT EAGLER is skeptical of the community approach.
"It's a good Idea, if you can get the students involved
who are doing the damage, but the chances of getting
those students involved Is nil," Eagler said. "We have to
bring the problem before the people and make them conscious of the facts."
Carr said the bousing office takes a "pro-active approach" to the problem of vandalism and attempts to
keep damage at a minimum through several methods.
The housing office emphasizes to ball directors and
resident advisers the need to instill a feeling of pride and
community among students In their hall, Carr said.

JEWELRY BOX
Now selling at wholesale prices
• Just in time lor the gift giving season •
,. ,•

....

i

,

..

....
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' Silver dove necklace Reg. $6.00 ...Now $3.00

Shell Si coral bracelets Reg. $5.95... Now $2.95

* Quality Merchanise | WE ALSO
Extra Low Prices
& BITYR

JEWELRY BOX

[ANDGOLDI

133 W. Wooster
Tues.-Fri. 10-5

Sat. 10-Noon

s

Read Friday's News to see what action the University Board of Trustees
takes to deal with the loss of subsidies due to state budget cuts
***********

♦372-2601*
***********

ABORTION

Subs
The Word

TOIL FREE
9 a.m. - 10 p.m.

1-800-438-8039

"Th» word at PtaamNo'i b hot
wfamorino Mndwkhw."

TEACHERS

"AN ui> mad* to ardar."

HAPPY HOURS
at the BRATHAUS

AnbMV*rka«ttM|M4.

Ml N. aWa H^Orw— MMH
FREE DELIVERY J3.15 mMmum

Brookdale Stables
Ask a Peace Corps volunteer why she teaches
deaf education in Thailand.ask another volunteer
why he works as a teacher trainer in Kenya.
They'll probably say they want to help people,
want to use their skills, travel, leam a new language
and experience another culture Ask them:
NOVEMBER 18,19
INTERVIEWS: UNIV. "LACEMENT SERVICES
INFO: UNIV. UNION FOYER
1-800-521-8686

655-2193

Public Trail Riding
English & Western
Lessons
Boarding
Hay Rides
Party Facilities

Exit Cygnet Exit 171 From I-75, Drive West To
2nd Crossrood. Turn South (Mitchell Rd.)
Next Crossrood Is Freymon Rd.
turn East 6 Continue 200 Yds.

14810 FREYMAN RD. - CYGNET

jrwps

•BGSU classes available for credit and non-credit for*
fall, winter, spring and summer quarters.

FRIDAY AFTERNOON

3-6
CALL 3S2-8707

>

6 Th» BQ Ntwi November 13, 1880

Elsewhere.
Voyager I nears Saturn after 38-month space journey
PASADENA, Calif. (AP) - Voyager
I sailed beneath the shimmering rings
of Saturn and explored a half-dozen
icy moons as it climaxed a 38-month
Journey yesterday by taking man's
best-ever look at the planet's hazy,
churning surface.
TTie robot spaceship, 947 million
miles from home and reaching speeds
of more than 50,000 mph, followed an
exploratory route that passed 77,000
miles from Saturn's golden clouds.
Along the way yesterday, Voyager
buzzed the moon Tethys, and after
passing Saturn it was probing the little worlds Mimas, Enceladus, Dione,
Rhea and Hyperion before beginning
an endless trek into the far reaches of
space.
THE SHIP began its Saturnian tour

late Tuesday when it skimmed with
uncanny accuracy past the giant
moon Titan.
After covering 1.24 billion miles in a
circuitous route to Saturn, Voyager
came within about 12 miles of Die
predetermined bull's-eye near Titan,
said mission spokesman Al Hibbs.
A thick, smoggy haze denied scientists a look at the neverseen surface of
Titan. But, nonetheless, they reported
hints of streaks and other vague
details on the orangish clouds surrounding the moon.
VOYAGER'S nine other instruments sent back a wealth of data
after probing Titan's atmosphere of
natural gas, or methane.
"We clearly are seeing some cloud

structure," said David Morrison of
the Voyager photography team. But
he said the "streaks and
things...aren't showing up very convincingly in the raw images" relayed
from Voyager to the Jet Propulsion
Laboratory here.
He said an interpretation of the apparent features must await the computer wizardry that dramatically
enhances the spacecraft's pictures.
DURING the Titan encounter,
Voyager's radio signals were received
at a tracking station in Spain, where
thunderstorms scrambled five hours
of data on Saturday. Hibbs said the
Madrid station was soaked by heavy
rains again Tuesday night but "all the
data was received and all is well."

Caucuses re-elect Ohio leaders
COLUMBUS, Ohio (AP) - Both political parties in the
Ohio House re-elected their top leaders at separate party
caucuses yesterday.
But there were contests in which three lesser leaders one Democrat and two Republicans - were ousted.
Rep. Vernal Riffe Jr., (D-New Boston), was re-elected
by acclamation to his fourth, two-year term as House
speaker. Rep. Corwin Nixon, (R-Lebanon), was named
unanimously to his second consecutive term as minority
leader.
Democrats will retain control of the lower chamber in
the 114th General Assembly which convenes Jan. S. But
their ranks were reduced in the Nov. 4 election from 62-37
to 56-43.
Control of the Senate will switch to Republicans 18-15,
the edge Democrats hold in the autumn lame duck session of the Legislature which convened yesterday.

Senate Republicans caucus Thursday, and are expected to choose Sen. Paul Gillmor, (R-Port Clinton), as
Senate President. Democrats in the upper chamber had
not announced the date for their leadership meeting.
At the Democratic House caucus, Rep. Arthur
Wilkowski, (D-Toledo), defeated Rep. Francine Panehal,
(D-Cleveland), in their race for party whip. The secret
ballot vote was 26-25.
Wilkowski, who begins his seventh House term in 1981,
told reporters he challenged Mrs. Panehal because of her
criticisms of fellow Democrats "not only in the press but
elsewhere." He would not elaborate.
Riffe supported Mrs. Panehal, and placed her name in
nomination. Later, he declined to comment on her defeat.
Whip is lowest in rank among five offices the
Democrats filled.

AP photo
This Is a computer composite of photos taken recently by NASA's Voyager I from about 11 million miles
away from Saturn. This composite shows the capability of the Voyager narrow-angle camera to portray
scenes not visible to the human eye by reducing the contrast between the rings.
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lOO's of LP's

ONLY $3.99
Major labels, Fantastic selection

ARE YOU FADING FAST?
Not one but Two

10 % off our s30 tanning membership j
until Oct. 31 l$
aV.
SUN HUT TANNING CENTER }
1448 E. WOOSter St. 354 -1022 *

specials to choose from
ALL YOU CAN EAT

(Behind Flndw't-ocrou from Horshmon)

Fish Specials
Lake Perch

$

Cod

$

3.99
3.09

Both dinners include: Choice of potatoes, roll or biscuit
Salad Bar Supreme — Friday 4 p.m. to 7:30 p.m.
Optn Tu«i thru Frf. til 7:30
Sol Sun > Won ill J

Corrttf of S Wain 8 Clough

Downtown Bowling Grvan

r EASTCOURT
ram

Sportswear
Custom Imprinted
Sportswear
We're not fust tome little T-shirt Distributor who takes a tremendous markup on a lob taking more than 2 weeks to process! We have
a much larger sitter company who operates ss a wholesaler/manufacturer in the custom silk tcreenlng and heat transfer industry. That's
why we've been eble to successfully service businesses such as
WIOT, Dixie Electric Co., Dallas SSatoon. Republican Campaign Committee, fraternities and sororities, dorm halls, and all types of
organizations on campus.
Call today and ask for an appointment with an account representative or stop by the store on E. Court St., next to the Brathaus. You'll
find

LOw PRICES
AND

PROFESSIONAL SERVICE

™E^8^8T6FFiCERS

IF ALPHA LAMBDA DELTA
Rick Reeder
President
Kathy Cleveland
vice President
Donnie strickler secretary
Gloria Nispel
Treasurer
Kathleen Schroer Historian
Russ Crindon
Editor
Would like to congratulate and welcome the 295 new
Initiates.
We're looking forward to a fantastic year! Be sure to
watch for upcoming events.

FRIDAY AND SATURDAY
Midnight Movie Mania!
2 CHILLER-THRILLERS!
10'OfflCl OPENS II 30 pm SHOWTIMC 12 MID
MIQH1

COME JOIN
ARMY
AND
ROTC
FOR A ROPING
ADVENTURE!
RAPPELLING

_

^b

Sunday, Nov. 16th Anderson Arena
8 ami 2 pm
Sign-up in the UAO office (3rd floor Union)
Admission: Free (Open to All)

If this one
doesn't
.scare >ou...

II you re not back b]
midnight...you won
be coming home!:
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bells.
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ABORTIONS

Murphqs

Starting Rao

$175
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bells ended Later, there was some hope of getting the
bells back into use, but they had deteriorated too long,
Codding said.

IrrmtoalnJ fey
Uawatg Gyecofaf l»t

The bells were mistreated and eventually (ell to
disrepair and the era of the bells ended. Later, there was
some hope of getting the bells back Into use, bat they bad
deteriorated too long, Codding said.
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Days
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ONLY THE tablet placed on Hayes HaD to explain that
the bells were dedicated to the University students who
gave their lives in World War I and II remains.

Block Buster Discounts
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But a new system of carillon bells will play on campus
in the future.

CLA'ZEL
ENDS
TONIGHT XANADU AT
7:30 k 9:20 p m.
•STARTS FRIDAY
CHARLES BRONSON In
"BORDERLINE" (CO) AT
7:30 • MO p.m.

The 1978 senior class challenge made a pledge to
finance a carillon system, according to Larry Weiss,
director of alumni activities.
The bells are definitely going to be put up - sometime,
he said. The contract for the bells has been signed and a
down payment has been made.

STUDENT NIGHT SPECUl
EVEIT THURSDAY!!

The system will have a three-sided 50-foot bell tower.
The music will be taped and be played from amplifiers
within the tower. The actual bells will not be played, be
said.

All
STUOINTS

CINEMA I 8 2

More money is needed before all the equipment may be
purchased for such a system that could be played
manually. The money that is pledged will provide for the
basic system, Weiss said.

ENDS
TONIGHT.'HOPSCOTCH"
AT 7:30 & 9:20 p.m.
-STARTS FRIDAYMARY TYLER MOORE AND
DONALD SUTHERLAND
ARE
"ORDINARY PEOPLE"
AT 7:30 t 9:30 p.m. (PGI
ENDS TONIGHT..."THE
AWAKENING" *t 7:30 1
9:20 pm.
-STARTS FRIDAY .
SHIRLEY MACLAINE AND
JAMES COBURN ARE
PLAYING THE GAME
"LOVING COUPLES"
AT 7:30 S 9:20 p.m. (PO)

Phi Mu Volleyball Team
CONGRATULATIONS
on your 1st Ploce Victory
in the DZ Volleyball Tournament!!

Give Heart Fund t

, Way to Go Phi Mus !,

American Heart Association \l/

SAVE
k
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Uhlmans
105 S. Main

Major labels, Fantastic selection

AIR
FORCE
ROTC-

353-9802

ASK FOR THI BIST

HERE ARE THE FACTS
f
When you're discussing something as important as
your future, it's urgent that you get the straight facts
. . and that you understand them. Air Force ROTC
can be an important part of your future. We would like
to outline some of the facts and invite you to look into
gathering more.
It's a bet the Air Force needs highly-qualified, dedi
cated officers . men and women. It's a fact: we need
people in all kinds of educational disciplines. It's a fact:
we're prepared to offer financial help to those who can
qualify for an Air Force ROTC scholarship.
Get together with an AFROTC representative and
discuss the program. Well give you all the facts. It
could be one of the most important talks you've ever
had with anyone about your educational plans.

atffW
•"«»,

B.G/S PARTY BUR

>^ /MT\mwffs>
ROTC

Gateway to a great way of life.

Super "2 fer" Sale
Thurs. Fri. Sat.
Buy one piece at regular price-get
a second article (same price or less)

FREE
Choose from selected Sweaters, Knit Tops, Blouses,
Active wear-misc. items.
Bring a friend and save!

The Powder Puff
525 Ridge St.

I

Thurs., Fri., Sat., Sun., November 13,14,15,16
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Iran receives U.S. reply to release terms
BEIRUT, Lebanon (AP) - Algerian envoys acting
as intermediaries for the United States delivered
the U.S. reply yesterday to Iran's terms for releasing the 52 American hostages.
U.S. negotiators, who flew home after passing the
note, said they were uncertain of their next step.
In Tehran, an official in the office of Prime
Minister Mohammod Ali Rajai said, "The government has received America's letter." In a telephone
interview from Beirut, Ahmed Azizi said a Cabinet
meeting had been scheduled to discuss the reply but
he did not know when it would begin.
TEHRAN RADIO broadcasts during the day
made no mention of the U.S. reply being received.
There was a report the Iranian regime planned to
publish the text on the note today or tomorrow, but
that was not officially confirmed.

Ayatollah Mohamed Beheshti, head of the Islamic
Republican Party and president of the Iranian
Supreme Court, said Iran's parliament, the Majlis,
would have to consider how Iran might proceed "if
one or two of the conditions set by Iran for the
liberation of the American detainees cannot be
legally fulfilled by the United States," the official
Algerian news agency reported from Tehran.
In a meeting 11 days ago, the Iranian Parliament
approved four demands outlined six weeks earlier
by Ayatollah Ruhollah Khomeini, Iran's revolutionary leader. The demands are: return of the
wealth of the late Shah Mohammad Reza Pahlavi;
cancellation of American claims against Iran; a
pledge of mm intervention in Iranian affairs and unfreezing of some $8 billion of Iranian assets in U.S.
banks.

Deputy Secretary of State Warren Christopher,
who gave the Algerians the U.S. reply and a lengthy
oral explanation of it in a 30-hour visit to Algiers,
told reporters on his return to Washington: "Where
we go from here will depend on the reaction of the
Iranians." Chris1
carried with him a pledge of
non-interf?
:anation of U.S. legal
difficultie, Inn* .ling other demands.
IN Ai ■
was deliRedha Mali
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Top mayors meet to seek Reagan's help
by rha Associated Prass

Leading mayors, edgy about what
the conservative tide in Congress and
the White House may mean to urban
programs, are meeting today to draft
an "urban agenda" to be presented to
the Reagan administration.
City spokesmen and urban
economists are guessing that a
Reagan administration may not produce too radical an urban policy shift
from the Carter years.
There appears, for instance, to be
bipartisan support for renewing
general revenue sharing as soon as

possible - almost certainly the lead
item on the "urban agenda" to be
drawn up by mayors who will meet in
Chicago, said Tom Cochran, deputy
director of the U.S. Conference of
Mayors.
The gathering of some 11 members
of the conference's 30-inember
legislative Action Committee, most
of them Democrats, will also draft
proposals for the lame-duck < Congress.
BOTH President Carter and
President-elect Ronald Reagan favor
heavy private sector involvement in
rebuilding cities. And the trend
toward contracting out city functions

like fire protection and sanitati
private companies is likely to thi;
the conservative climate.
"What we are likely to see uivk.
Reagan is a substantial accehn
of trends already begun u
Carter," said Thomas Mulltr
economist with The Urban Instil ■,
Washington-based research organi.
Uon.
But the conservative shift
signal a change in the relationships
America's cities have had with the
federal government.
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David, Goliath struggle
for water lifeline
this is a beautiful high desert
valley.' But they weren't here when
the trees were up and down the
valley, the river was running and
the brush was green. It was a thousand percent better than it is today."
But Los Angeles claims a legal
right to the valley's water, which
supplies 80 percent of its water
needs.
"WE LIVE in an arid land and
water is our life's blood," said Kenneth Downey, counsel to the city's
Department of Water and Power
"If someone takes away our water
rights, we are in peril. Nobody is
giving us new supplies to replace
the old sources."
From the start - in 1904 when the
city first investigated tapping the
Sierra source - valley people have
battled Angelenos. In 1927 they
bombed the DWP aqueduct 14
times. In 1924, they shot at one
DWP worker, ran down another
with a car.
Modern protests began in 1972
with completion of a second
aqueduct and a decision to pump
more groundwater from the valley.

INDEPENDENCE, Calif. (AP) Amid the icy spires of the High
Sierra, rushing water sometimes is
the only sound. But below in the
valley, the river's roar is drowned
out by a 75-year water war that
rages on as bitterly as the day it
began.
The struggle of the farmer
Davids to-save their water from the
city Goliath is a paper war, among
lawyers and bankers and politicians armed with warrants and
taxes and ballots - and a real war,
fought with bombs and bullets.
And valley voters appear to have
won a major battle last week when
they approved an ordinance
establishing a separate Inyo County water department, a move which
could parch the city in times of
drought.
Owens Valley water flows 250
miles south to the swimming pools
and hot tubs and lawn sprinklers
and toilets of Los Angeles, the
largest city ever built in a desert.
PEOPLE HERE say the valley
has dried out and died out.
"They come here and say, "Gee,

"ITLL BE much more difficult for a

Friends; wish you lu<
on a big exam. Good frieu
around to see how yo

LIVE
Entertainment

ek

Appearing this THURSDAY
night at SUB— ME—QUICK
guitarist
RENO
ABBADINI
9:30

-NO

Ro
=*
832-3082
"For a place to gather on a Sunday afterA
noon and evening, come to Grand
Rapids. With a high Sunday liquor
license we will serve you your favorite
beverage along with delicious dinner entrees, pizza, and sandwiches
A Restored Tavern out of the Turn of the
Century

LaRoes Tavern

They say they were just
hanging around killing time and
by the way, "How did you do?"
You tell them a celebration is in
order and that you're buying the
beer. "Look," one of them says,
"If you did that well, buy us
something special." Tonight, let
it be Lowenbrau.

Lowenbrau. Here's to good friends.

For mora ihina and booy
in your hair, try our
callophona IronspuiBt how
color*.- it's now—Wt
dnforosjl — W%

■ROMAN'S
HAIR DESIGNERS
■ MM.LG.WIW
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Classifieds

THE MORNING SHOW ON WFAL

RIDES.
WANTED: Ride to Knoxvllle, Tl
lor Thanksgiving LV Nov 26

*I5 Plant from
Myle's Flowers

2 litre bottles & a
Director's chair

RTRN Nov. 30 Call 352 4671 and
LV name 1t lor Mark Friedrich
WHI share oat«. driving.
SERVICES OFFERED
O.J.'S HEALTH FOODS & SUP
PLEMENTS. NOW BEING
DELIVERED ON CAMPUS.
CALL MIKE AT 37? 65*3.

Runntr'i World Yoaa
Book by Jaan Couch
with N.ll WMvtr

680 AM

call in S win 2-2418

Happy Hours Menu at the

LONGBRANCH
SALOON
Tues: Ladies night - 2 for 1 all beer,
all evening
Wed • Quarter drink night 8:30 - 9:30
Thur: Double Buffalo - Draft beer
8-9:30 Drink specials hourly
Fri: 2 for 1 - All beer 7 - 9:30
Drink specials hourly
Sat: 2 for 1 - All beer 7 - 9:30
Drink specials hourly
• New shipment of games just arrived •

LONGBRANCH
SALOON

Use the ancient
knowledge of yoga to
improve strength and
Jireater muscle
lexibility
220 pages,
spiral bound
$11.95

FALCON
HOUSE
904

E. Woostar

NEED A MATH TUTOR? CALL
WALLY 354-1134.
EXPERT
REASONABLE
307305:

TYPING.
RATES

P1R5QNALI
To Ihe Boney Whimp Bros.
Thanx for being on time tor burnt
chicken dinners, fair Euchre
games, chancing quarters, the
levi Garret experience, literally
"dropping" us at parties, and
understanding our signals Don't
worry Dad & Son. we lust hit
chhlked home. We forgive you
though & cordially invite you to
dinner with me Mooses P I,

fr
MATH AND
SCIENCE MAJORS

we'll cook again this time!
PAPER DRIVE. BGSU MEN'S
CHORUS. NOV
15 22. CALL
152 2634 or 352 6663 FOR SATUR
DAY PICKUP.
Coming soon, a trip back to the
»%. Slq Ep Gatsby Date Party

AIR FORCE
ENGINEERING
SCHOLARSHIPS

Looking for apartment or house
to share rent tor wtr , spr & sum
Call after 6. 3S2XB3I,

A limited number ol
scholarships are
available lor Math and
Science Majors to
receive a second degree
In ELECTRICAL,
AERONAUTICAL or
ASTRONAUTICAL
engineering. Contact
Frank Zarzour tor a
personal Interview
through the University
Placemani Office or carl
352 5138

"m

1 In* Aov •*!■•■) Com

Lie down
and
be counted.

BMOC Come to Ihe Union Foyer
from 9:00 500pm and vote for
this year's Big Man on campus.
HEY ALPHA CHI'S: A SUPER
WEEKEND BEGINS FRIDAY
NIGHT, WITH AT "FLY ME"
TO CHICAGO, PLANNED JUST
RIGHT. THE DATE PARTY
BEGINS RIGHT AT EIGHT,
THE
NAMES
WILL
BE
DRAWN. SO DON'T BE LATE
TEN NAMES. THEN FIVE
NAMES. THEN WHO WILL IT
BE & ONLY ONE COUPLE
WILL ENJOY THIS LUXURY!
THEN OFF TO CHICAGO AND
THE MARIOTT INN. GET EX
CITED YOU GUYS. THE FUN'S
ABOUT TO BEGIN! SEE YOU
INCHICAGO! BOBBIN
Great job Mike Hasher on the
volleyball team - your Lambda
Chi brothers
Thanks for returning the missing
hems, Jan. I'm sorry you didn't
see the original, but at least you
got your name in print
Your
"best" friend.
SUN-HUT TANNING CENTER
GET A TAN FASTI
CALL M4-1W1
Gals,! Hi
you canTwear
n^^rear because
t
of needed
reoalrs? Call Randi 35! 111!

Bea: We like these sexy lean
Leva from your Gamma Phi

tWtr».
Mom,
you're
the
best
housemother we could ever ask
for. You'll always be ft in our
hearts. Much love from the
Sisters of Gamma Phi Beta.
CUSTOMIZED
T-SHIRTS.
Jerseys and sportwwear. Group
rates lor date parties, dorms,
fraternity, sorority. Lew cast
Fasl Delivery. Call Tim 3S3-1749
Don't lorget BAGEL THURS
DAY
at
SUB ME QUICK
Delivery starts at 4:30 p.m. Call
352-4663.
Phi Delts Thanks for a super tea
Friday Get psyched for a great
beer blast this Saturday!
The
Alpha XII
Sigma Chi's We're looking for
ward to a great action time Fri
day Get ready to get craiy I The
Xi's
???What do Ox Roast. Flamer.
Snowbound. Hells Angels,
Western Kidnap, Dorm Olym
pics. Beta Fever and many more
have in common? They are all
good times and some of the nicest
T shirts on campus. Low cost.
fast delivery Call Tim 352 2769.
WFAL'S morning show tests
your sports knowledge Every
caller wins coke so drink up and
listen to WFALaSOam.
Moonshine 4 It is the time spent
working for those pearls that
makes them so precious. We're
behind you! Love, Your Gamma
Phi Sislers.
KO "Oatles" get psyched for
KD Ladies!!

KAPPA OELTA RAVER NOV
15
Ladies of Alpha XI
The tea has been moved to
tonight but that doesn't mean
that we still can't do it up right.
Get psyched tor an excellent way
to start of f the weekend Brothers
of Sigma Chi
Jules Hope your 71st birthday
was great! Did you have trouble
getting up this morning? Love.
the Bpbo Sisters
The AX Fly Me is Friday
So sisters beware. We won't
know the winner until we're all
there! Get Psyched!

Hair unlimited. 143 W. Wooster
Precision olowcut si SO Compare at tl4.00. 353m

1 F. to share J bdrm. lum. apt 3
other girts. WS/mo. Piedmont
Aprs. Ith 1 High. Call W-3*M

AEPI Lil Sis Pledge*: WCragonna catch you right In the act So
be ready to cleanup and thaf s a
lactl The Apea,

■lanst,
1 F. to sub** apt. wtr.. sprg '*1

Embalming Hours at Sob Me
Oulck. 5 7pm 143 E. Woosler. No
live music, bur no cover charge
Charlie weiner - acoustic Comedian 8 00pm In the Union Side
Door. SI .00 Admission sponsored
by UAO coffeehouse^
Keep up with Bad Company and
read the EAR. Remember we
are talking about the band-not
your Iriends! Stick with WFAL,
the am that isn't
Attention Greeks A other Campus Organisations! I (dorm halls,
intramural teams, professional
clubs, etc.) If you need T-shirts,
snorts, visors, sweatshirts or any
type of sprotswear screen printed
on. come on in or call & ask for an
appointment with one ol our
representatives
We print
anything on anything, guarantee
quality, have LOW LOW prices &
quick courteous servlcel East
Court Sportswear. 117 E. Court
St. 352 1097.
Brafhaut).

(Next

to

the

NOW ORGANIZING PERSONS.
FACULTY AND STUDENTS. TO
JOIN
THE
LIFE
IN
WASHINGTON D.C. JAN. 1911.
FOR MORE INFO.. CALL
JS4-I40I - A PRO-LIFE ACTIVI-

TV.
Trouble Is a year older. Happy
22nd Beth. Love. Kerrm a, Julie
BART MARKEL - I'm Proud to
have you as my little bro. Your
big brother, RWfc.

CfH Kim or Lli at 3S3-45M,
1 M rmmt. far wir. and spr
Low monthly rent for
turn, apt. 353 5942.

_

2 F. rmles to sublet apt. 316 E.
Merry (3 Close to Campus Call
353-7117.
F rmmte wanted. Univ. village
Aprs! lor wtr. A spr. Rabin.
WMTft

HfLP WANTED
PI. time waiters L waitress**.
Apply In person. Corner Kitchen.
1*3 S. Mam,

FOR SALE
'77 Chevett*. Auto.. Radio. Ru*t
Pooofed. Gas Economlier,
H.H0. Call 353-3131.
Arm. tor Grad students, Law
student*, or Faculty: For sal*.
1977 Coachman Mobil* Horn*. II
you want to bypass hem* main.
msid* I out HERE IT ISI
Featuring a beautiful 3 bdrm. 2
lull bath* Ig. dining rm, plus
snack bar OH sharp *> efficient
kitch*n. Central air. range.
disposal, dish washer, drape* t,
carpeting. 12 x 13 workshop, » x
7 Shed. 10 x 24 awning over patio.
Low 20's. Call John Oaha at
DiSaiie Roatettat* Co. 1*5 4475 or
5J7PW3.
2 Door Olds Cutla** Older Model
Build to last. Body Goad Condi
Hon. New Tires. New Battery.
Powerful vi Engine. 11MPG
Asking S650. Call Now 2 4073.

Hey DeeZee Pledges and hopelul
Bigs: Let's get together tonight

AAUW BOOK SALE
Trinity United MotheaV.lt Church

at 7:30 for a fun-filled "smore"
Party at the house

200 North Summit
Thursday *■* Friday *■*.

Good Luck Irom the Deiees to:
Nancy Griflin. Alice Lawery,
Kim Pettys, Robbyn Shamls, and
Donna Strong go get urn todayj

puppies.

The Delta Zeta Pledges con
gratulate Jill Morgan as their
"Pledge's Active ol the week".
Thanks for your support Jill.
WANTED

Black German Shepherd L Collie
Has shot*.

S45 each.

3521453.
Home
Bam 1* acre*. Asking
175.000
Custom Built, abdrm
home, first floor family ream a.
basement W x 3T Horse Barn. I
acre FENCED Corral. For appointment ca'i Judy Ewtg at
WELLS BOWEN 1S1341B9 or

1 F. need. wtr. & spr. to share
apt. Very close to campus. Call
Michele 353 SMI

l-BMBU.

Your breaklast was great too.
You guys are the greatest But
thaf s nothing new: We love our
baby lyres. Love, The Actives.

1 or 2 M to sublet apt. 1/} oik
Irom campus. Call Larry or Den
nls 352 1312.

atrtf.iW,

Wanted a car to rent lor 14-16

FOR RENT

AEPi Brothers: Do you know
where your Lil Sis Pledges are?

Nov
will

Mom: We had quite a date...And
the food was IUSI great! II only
we
can
work
olt
the
weight. .From all the munchles
we ate I Love. AEPI Lil Sis'

372 sou

For rent beginning Jan. 1*1, 'tl
Great house. 2 blks Irom campus
6 bdrms. Call Mike 353-6*4*.

A sublease IMMEDIATELY
needed at North Grove Gardens
Apt. c 4 Bowling Green. Call
alter I 30 p m Phone 3S2 8364.

Single room far M. stud. F.
students needed to till 4 person
apt.,tg. I or 2 bdrm turn apt all
n*»r campus. 352 73*5.

AX Pledges

Your sneak is over.

Reliable and good MPG.
make a deal Call Chris

1961

vw

Bug,

Runs

good,

reasonably priced. Call 3T2-63M

(J

Got an idea for a story? Don't keep it to yourself, call The BG News at 2-26011

SUPPORT OUR ADVERTISERS

BG'S PARTY BEER
CANOEING TRIP
Saturday, Nov. 23
All day on the Huron River in Ann Arbor, Michigan!

COST IS $8 PER PERSON
Sign up in the UAO office, 3rd floor, Union by 5p.m. Nov. 21st

"HELP YOUR FEATHERED
FRIENDS"
We now have Birdfeeders
from Rubbermaid.
Plus Dog 6 Cat Bowls 6 Feeding
Westernwear by Levi 6 Wrangler.
All styles of Levi jeans
— COUPOI—
plus Wrangler cords.
20% oft all
jackets fi vests
with this coupon
Northwest Ohio's largest
Otter good thru
selection of Frye Boots.
lovember 16,1980
at PET EMPORIUM

VVootter
Napoleon

Try Pearl Premium in the new 12 oz. Heritage Bottle today.
It's the best Texas beer . . . Anywhere.
Pc,in' Brmilltf Cil

4lt> TH€ PET
T EMPORIUM

SdH Antonio. Ttastt

J
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Sports.
Pressbox coaching

Head set system gives view from top
by Joe Menzer
statt reporter

Headphones have been used for communication between head football
coaches and their assistants for years. But until last year, Bowling Green's
hockey team did not even have a full-time assistant coach, much less a headphone system.
All that changed when Bill Wilkinson was hired as a full-time assistant to

BG head coach Jerry York last year. Halfway through the season, the headphone system also became a part of the Falcon hockey program.
"It's sort of ludicrous that hockey hasn't been using it," Wilkinson said. "I
think it originated in our league. Some teams are now using walkie-talkies.
We will probably use walkie-talkies on the road, but it is a little easier at
home with the headphone system."
WILKINSON sits in the press box at BG games and communicates directly
with graduate assistant Tom Newton, who is down on the bench with York
and the BG players.
"You can see a lot more up top. We've always communicated between
periods before, but why not communicate right when it happens so to
speak," Wilkinson said. "Mainly what I try to do is concentrate on the defensive aspect of the game."
Wilkinson introduced the headphone idea to York midway through last
season and both feel it is an effective system.
"I think the immediate impact of Billy's observations from his press box
area is important," York said. "We can wait to commuicate until after the
period, but when it's fresh in your mind it's better."
WILKINSON notes what the other team is doing and what adjustments
need to be made by BG and then relays that information down to Newton.
"My job is to more of or less relay Coach Wilkinson's suggestions to Coach
York. In the meantime, I might throw in my two cents worth, but mainly I'm
just a relay man," Newton said. "If Coach Wilkinson wants more pressure
applied somewhere or the power play run differently, I tell Coach York."

Tom Newton

s,a,( ph0 09 by 0a,e Omori

'

"You still can't do it for them (the players) on the tee," WUikinson added.
"But you can give them a tip here and there, and it might cash in."
Although Wilkinson often points out what the Falcon icers are doing
wrong, the headphone system also is used to point out what the Falcons are
doing right.

Bill Wilkinson

YORK LOOKS at the headphone system as "a positive reinforcement of
things," adding that the system is used to isolate "the tendencies of the other
team and the positive things we are doing."
While the use of headphones in hockey seems inevitable, the system is still
relatively new and has not yet caught on.
"I think the Buffalo Sabres are the only NHL team using it, but I'm sure
that you will see more and more National Hockey League teams using it in
the future," Wilkinson said.
Wilkinson and Newton have had very little problems with the headphones,
although Wilkinson admits that he probably hurts Newton's ears from time
to time by shouting into the microphone.
"On occassion I get excited," Wilkinson explained "It's just my nature."
"That's the best way to describe it," Newton said. "He yells even louder on
the golf course."

NCAA, AIAW equality brings battle between groups
Battle lines have been drawn between the NCAA and the Association
for Intercollegiate Athletics for
Women.
In an article in yesterday's
Cleveland Plain Dealer, Dr. Christine Dave Lewandowski
Grant, women's athletic director at sports editor
the University of Iowa and president
of the AIAW, called the situation "A
of 1963. However, the legislation grew
shear power struggle."
The AIAW met at the College of to include sports in 1975.
Wooster last weekend and leveled
FORMED IN 1971 to alleviate the
charges that the NCAA body is trying
problem of disinterest in women's
to takeover the women's group.
The war has been staged since 1972 sports by the NCAA and National
when Congress passed Title IX, Association for Intercollegiate
eliminating discrimination by sex in Athletics, the AIAW has reached a
level of parity to the two men's
the nation's colleges.
Originally, the bill was to open the athletic bodies.
The AIAW now conducts national
doors for women in colleges and expand the Equal Pay-Equal Work Act championships in 17 sports and has

Lew's views

begun to attract money through
THE TWO governing bodies
television. Although a dispropor- philosophically differ from rules to
tionate amount compared to NCAA financial aid. The AIAW claims it can
coverage, the AIAW at least has run its entire budget on 1800,000 a
cracked the surface with women's year, while the NCAA's budget is
basketball and gymnastics televised more than $2.5 million this year.
last year.
Polivy charges that the NCAA and
Against athletic directors best
wishes, Title IX also dictates that tax NAIA want to "acquire" the AIAW
money used to fund athletics should be like it would be helping the women's
used equally between men's and group grow and recieve more attenwomen's sports. The result has been tion.
What the NCAA offer sounds like is
that women are to receive an equal
a chauvinistic move. The women
amount of scholarships as the men.
According to the AIAW legal made the climb from when Title IX
counsel, Margot Polivy, the big was passed by themselves. Wallace
money enticement of television for the Byers, executive director of NCAA,
women has the NCAA jumping. It is commented, "the women did a good
one of the motives behind an attemp- job until now. Now it's time for men to
ted takeover by the NCAA, according develop It."
The war is escalating between the
to Poliw.

Stone wins Cy Young Award

"I'VE BEEN written off a lot of times," Stone said
after the voting by the Baseball Writers' Association of
America was announced, "I guess because I wasn't 6-5
and 200 pounds. But the most important thing is, I didn't
believe them."
Stone then listed his other accomplishments...25 victories, starting pitcher for the American League in the
All-Star Game, winner of AL "Player of the Week" and
"Pitcher of the Month" awards and being voted by his
peers as the "Pitcher of the Year."
Stone and Mike Norris of the Oakland A's each received
13first-place votes and five third-place votes from a 28
member panel, two from each league city, but more
second-place votes 10-7 gave Stone the nod by nine points,
100-91. Three voters left Norris off their ballots.
Rich Gossage of the New York Yankees, who had the
other two first-place votes, was third with 37% points and
teammate Tommy John was fourth with 14. Dan

FALCON FACTS...Congratulations
go out to BG Sports Information
Director Allan Chamberlain who will
take the big dive and wed Debbie
Rice, Saturday. The wedding comes
at a time when the Falcons have an
open weekend in football and
Chamberlain's alma mater New
Hampshire is here for a hockey series
at Ice Arena. Will the reception be
held in the Ice Arena Lounge after the
game?
With one game left, BG placekicker

Quisenberry of Kansas City was fifth with 7V4, and Kansas City's Larry Gura and Scott McGregor of Baltimore
tied for sixth with one point apiece.
FIVE POINTS were awarded for first place, three for
second and one for third. "I can't deny that wearing a
Baltimore uniform has made a big difference," said the
33 year-old Stone, who was signed to a four-year contract
prior to the 1979 season after going through the re-entry
draft. "This is a team that doesn't beat itself."
After winning 14 consecutive decisions between May 9
and July 26, and 19 of 20 through Aug. 23, Stone topped the
major leagues in victories while becoming only the fourth
AL right-hander in 34 years to win that many games.
Stone, who lost seven, said his two victories over the
Yankees in a pressure-packed home-and-home series
during August, "may have finally lent a little credibility
to my whole season."
Acquired as a fifth pitcher, Stone nevertheless wound
up with 32 starts in 1979 because of injuries to other pitchers and finished with an 11-7 record. Injuries to Dennis
Martinez and McGregor last spring gave him another
chance, and he cashed in.
The Cy Young Award may have seemed a remote
possiblity, but Stone's agent had the Orioles include a
clause providing a $10,000 bonus should he win it.
"I asked my agent if he were serious," Stone recalled,
"and he said, 'Sure, you can never have enough clauses in
your contract' "

ARLINGTON, Texas (AP) - Don
Zimmer, who failed to win a pennant
at Boston, received a one-year contract yesterday as the 10th manager
of the Texas Rangers in 10 years.
"When I got fired in Boston, I told
my coaches I would not take a managing job in the major leagues with a
one-year contract," Zimmer said "I
told my wife when I left for Texas
yesterday that I would not go for a
one-year contract.
" But I told Rangers executive vice
president Eddie Robinson in his car
from the airport that I had enough
self-confidence that I thought I would
be here more than one year, so I said
'do if "
ZIMMER TAKES over a team that
finished fourth in the American
League West He replaces Pat Corrales, a close friend who played for
him at San Diego.
"I had breakfast with Rangers'
chairman of the board Eddie Chiles
this morning and he told me he
wanted me to put up with no nonsense
from the players," said Zimmer. "He
sounded sincere."
The Rangers named Zimmer after a
two-week search which included a flir-

tation with New York Yankee
Manager Dick Howser.
"As far as I'm concerned, I was the
No. 1 choice," said Zimmer. "I could
have gone to New York as a third base
coach but I'd rather be a manager.
I'm realistic to know that if we don't
do well and play decent I might be at
another press conference next year."
REFLECTING BACK on his 4%
years at Boston, Zimmer said, "You
had to have a thick skin to manage
there. I had managers go to home
plate with me to turn in the lineup
cards and hear the boos and tell me: 'I

-

Quarterback Greg Taylor is third in
the conference in passing, completing
31 of his 60 passes for a .517 completion average. Sophomore tailback
Bryant Jones is fourth in rushing with
762 yards on 159 carries.
The Falcons are seventh in total offense in the conference and sixth in
total defense. BG is fifth in rushing
and 10th in passing offense, while second in rushing and 10th in passing
defense.

:: $IOFFCOUPOM
.. Wooster
Campus Across From Harshman
Main St.
Downtown.
"Expires NOV. 24th, 1980"

"A manager has to be lucky," said
Zimmer. "I prefer a challenge in my
life and I wouldn't take this job if I
didn't think I could win."
Asked about reports that he has problems handling pitchers, Zimmer
said, "Well, we won 99 games on year,
97 the next and won 82 when we just
had one 10-game winner. I must have
done something right."

Highlights of the Central MichiganBowling Green's women's basketBowling Green football game and the ball team will have a "Meet the
Boston College-BG hockey game will team" day from 1-3 p.m. Saturday in
be shown on this week's "Time Out" Memorial Hall. The squad will have
today at 10 p.m. on WBGU-TV, Chan- demonstrations and an intra-squad
nel 57.
scrimmage.
Host Cathy Pratt also will interview
The Falcons open their season Nov.
Jerry York, BG hockey coach, and 28th at Northern Illinois University
Doug Karst, head football coach at and their home season Dec. 1 against
Wayne State.
Pandora-Gil boa.

FIND IT AT FINDERS!

On Any Regularly Priced ALBUMS,
Prerecorded TAPES, or CUSTOM T-SHIRTS.
This Couoon is Good for $1 Off Each Item
Per Purchase!
Buy 1 LP -- Save $1. Buy 5 LP's - Save $5. etc.
MOST LP's only $4.98! Many Other Chart LP's Only $5.99!

wouldn't take this job under any circumstances.' "
Zimmer said he wasn't any smarter
than the previous nine Rangers'
managers.

Sports briefs.

' NEW Springsfeen- $8.99 Pal Benatar $5.99 David Bowie $5.99 Allen Parsons $5.99 Cheap Trick
I $5.99 Aerosmith $5.99 Police $4.98 Times Square $9 99 "Eaglet. $10.49"
John Cougar $4 98 Donna Summer
$5.99 Doors-$5.99 Michael Stanley $4.98"Belle Midler" $5.99
PLUS THPUSANDS MORE WITH THIS COUPON BELOW

^_^

John Spengler is seven extra points
away from the Mid-American Conference record of 77 consecutive held
by Toledo's Ken Crots from 1967-69.
Spenglers' conversion kick against
Central Michigan was the 100th of his
career and tied the school record held
by Don Taylor.

Zimmer named Ranger manager

Norn's second in balloting
BALTIMORE (AP) - Steve Stone never will cut an imposing figure on the mound, but he should never again be
saddled with the tag of "journeyman pitcher."
The 5-10 right-hander, who entered the 1980 season with
a 78-79 lifetime record, was named yesterday as the latest
Baltimore pitcher to win the American League's Cy
Young Award.
Stone joins Jim Palmer, a three-time winner, and Mike
Flanagan, the 1979 winner, on a staff which has captured
five Cy Young Awards in the last eight years.

two groups as the dominant NCAA
tries to push around the fledgling
AIAW. Hopefully, the AIAW can stand
up to the test and continue to make
women's athletics more important in
colleges and universities.

Pick up a 6-pack
o! I.R. Ewing's
private stock

